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About the JAG Endoscopy Training System (JETS) 
 
The JETS (JAG Endoscopy Training System) website provides the endoscopy community with a system to 
book and evaluate endoscopy training courses and an e-Portfolio to support the JAG trainee certification 
process. 
 
The e-Portfolio is a log book for trainees to record their endoscopic experience and demonstrate their 
performance, progression and competencies. It facilitates the formative and summative assessment 
processes and helps to ensure that trainees receive the appropriate quantity and quality of training. 
JETS is sponsored and run by the JAG, specifically the QA of Training Working Group. 
 
JAG currently provides certification in Diagnostic Upper GI Endoscopy (OGD), Colonoscopy (Level 1 and 
2) and Flexible Sigmoidoscopy. 
 
There is currently work in developing a certification process for ERCP, EUS, and GI bleeds.  
 
 

e-Portfolio Overview 
 
The JETS e-Portfolio is primarily designed to support the training of endoscopy trainees with the aim of 
simplifying the JAG certification process. 
 
The e-Portfolio allows trainees to log endoscopic procedures and DOPS assessments electronically and 
record personal development plans and JAG approved training courses. Trainees can review their 
development and progress through procedure performance outputs and DOPS progression graphs 
which can be displayed for different time periods and filtered for career totals or individual placements 
and can be used to support ARCPs. 
 
The e-Portfolio will support the ARCP process by allowing Training Programme Directors (TPD) to review 
trainee’s e-Portfolios, the quantity of training received in a unit and the anonymous trainer feedback. 
Currently the system collects, analyses and outputs performance and DOPS assessment data which can 
be used as part of the JAG certification portfolio. JETS also incorporates the recording of the summative 
DOPS and signing off of the portfolio as well as transmitting it electronically to the JAG for review. 
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OGD flowchart 
 

Register for JETS

Book basic skills in upper GI 
course*

Complete 
course

Record all procedures on 
JETS

Collect formative DOPS

After at least 200 
procedures and when all 

criteria have been met (see 
grid on p.1)

Submit 4 summative DOPS

Get signed off by local 
assessor

Pay certification fee

E-portfolio assessed by JAG 
assessor

Receive certification

Invited to join trust by 
training lead

Start supervised training
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Colonoscopy flowchart 
 

Register for JETS

Book basic skills in colonoscopy 

course*
Complete course

Record all colonoscopy activity 

on JETS

Collect formative DOPS and 

DOPyS level 1

After at least 200 procedures 

and when all criteria have been 

met

Submit 4 summative DOPS

Get signed off by local assessor

Pay certification fee

E-portfolio assessed by JAG 

assessor

Receive Provisional certification

Collect performance data for 

100 cases

Submit 4 DOPyS level 2

E-portfolio accessed

Full accreditation granted

Invited to join trust by training 

lead
Start supervised training

Provisional certification
On completion 

trainees can apply 

for full certification

Meet performance related 

criteria
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Flexible Sigmoidoscopy flowchart 
 

Register for JETS

Book basic skills in flexible 
sigmoidoscopy course*

Complete 
course

Record all flexi sig activity on 
JETS

Collect formative DOPS

After at least 200 procedures 
and when all criteria have been 

met (see grid on p.1)

Submit 4 summative DOPS

Application  signed off by local 
assessor

Pay certification fee

E-portfolio assessed by JAG 
assessor

Receive certification

Invited to join trust by training 
lead

Start supervised training

  
 

 
Please note applicants certified in provisional colonoscopy certification do not need to complete 
flexible sigmoidoscopy certification separately. Trainees awarded certification in provisional 
colonoscopy will be given a waiver for flexible sigmoidoscopy certification. No fee is charged for this.  
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Overview of JETS functionality 
 

CREATE USER ACCOUNT 
 
From the home page, please click the ‘Login/Register’ button in the top right hand corner. You can then 
complete the registration form. Your username will be your GMC/NMC number or your registering body 
number. If you are an admin then please enter your email address in this box.  
 

 
Your log in details will then be sent in an automated email to the email address provided. We 
recommend signing up using a personal email address rather than a work email. This will ensure you 
have continued access to JETS even if you move trusts and your email address changes. 
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FIRST LOGIN 
 
When you have logged in – you will see the following screen with navigation buttons along the top. If 
you hover over these buttons then a drop down menu with options will appear: 
 

 
 
If you log in and you have an ‘Outstanding Action’, then you will be brought straight to the outstanding 
actions page.  
 

Download Centre 
 
The download centre tab will direct you to the download centre on www.thejag.org.uk. Here you will 
find more guidance about JAG, JETS and user guide downloads. 

 
e-Portfolio Tab 
 
Before you can book a course or complete your certification you need to be invited to join your trust. 
This ensures that you can have your DOPS and certification signed off by members of your unit. To do 
this, the training lead or trust admin needs to send you an invite to join the trust. Once they have done 
this, you will receive a notification in your ‘Outstanding Actions tab’ that will ask you to accept the 
invitation. To access your outstanding actions, please hover over the ‘ePortfolio’ tab, and then select 
‘Outstanding actions’. 

 
  

http://www.thejag.org.uk/
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Trainee Functionality 
 
Once you have signed up, you have the ability to book onto training courses, log procedures and work 
towards and obtain certification.  

 
If you are unable to see any of the sections as described below (especially your ‘JAG cert’ certification 
grid), then please contact your trust admin/training lead and ask them to update your certification 
levels.  
 

 
 

Profile 
 
The profile section is where you can log your contact details. Your work address will automatically 
populate once you have accepted your trust invitation and this cannot be edited manually.  
 

I. Summary 
 
The summary is a list of your overall progress in regards to your certification. The main grid shows the 
amount of lists, DOPS, DOPyS and procedures completed for each modality. This can be broken up into 
quarters or through trusts.  
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II. Baseline – how to upload historic procedures: 
 
The baseline is the section where you can upload historic procedure data either from before JETS was 
around or if you were working overseas. To log baseline data you will need to: 
 

1. Search for the unit via the ‘Add a placement’ search function. Partial words can be entered and 
the system will search for any units that match. If the trainee was working abroad they will 
need to type in, ‘Non-UK’. 

 
2. Click ‘pick’ on the right hand side of the appropriate unit 

 
3. Enter the date started and ended and click ‘add site’ 

 
4. All units that are added will list in the baseline section. Data can then be added by for OGD, 

colon, flexi or ERCP separately by clicking the ‘N’ in the corresponding column.  Once data has 
been input the ‘N’ will change to a ‘Y’. 
 

5. You can then enter as much data as possible for each modality in the pre-determined data 
fields and click ‘Save’ at the bottom of the page. 
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These data are then counted towards your lifetime procedure count for certification. 
 

III. PROCS  
 

This is where you can see the individual procedures logged within each list.  
 

IV. PDP 
 
This is where you can keep a log of your Personal Development Plan. Any objectives that are logged in 
procedure lists will automatically populate in this section. You can add objectives by clicking the ‘Add 
Objectives’ button at the bottom of the page.  
 

V. DOPS 
 
DOPS are logged through the ‘Lists section’ of JETS; however, they can be viewed altogether in the DOPS 
tab.  
 

VI. Courses  
 
If a trainee has attended a course that is not on JETs they can add the course manually on the courses 
tab.   
 
Log a course manually: 
 

1. Choose the course name from the drop down list. If the course has the same title then it will be 
the same course, regardless of the course code. Otherwise, choose ‘Other’ and enter the name 
of the course in the field provided 
 

2. Enter the course start date and duration 
 

3. Choose the training centre from the drop down 
 

4. Upload a digital copy of the certificate 
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VII. Appraisal 
 
A trainee can do an appraisal on their trainer at any time throughout their post at a service. In order to 
do this click on the New Appraisal button in the e-Portfolio tab and fill out a form. Please note:  a 
trainer cannot complete your Summative DOPS if you have done an appraisal on them in the last 12 
months. 

 
VIII. Create summary PDF 
 
On this page, you can extract upper and lower GI records, including therapeutic and diagnostic 
procedures completed by selecting a date range and type of procedure.  
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JAG Certification Overview 
 

This section is an overview of the JAG certification. It explains what level you are at with each modality 
(e.g. in training, certified, trainer etc.). It allows you to review all your data and criteria in order to gain 
JAG accreditation. Unless stated, the required levels will be taken from data for procedures performed 
over the last 3 months. If you fail to meet the criteria within the allotted time, you will need to start a 
new application.  
 
If you cannot access the appropriate tab then contact your trust administrator or lead who will need 
to amend your JETS certification levels to allow you access to the training modalities. When the 
trainee has met the criteria, you will be allowed to send the certificate onto your training lead at your 
trust to sign off the certificate. It can be sent to the JAG office.  
 
This page also contains payment information. The JAG certification fee in £70 and needs to be paid 
before your portfolio can be processed. Once payment is received, the portfolio will be sent to a JETS 
assessor.  Please note if your portfolio is declined and you wish to be reassessed, you will need to pay an 
additional fee.  All payments are non-refundable/non-transferable once reviewed by a JETS assessor. 
 
Payment Methods 
 
To make payment, you can make an online payment via PayPal, bank transfer or cheque. 
 
PayPal 
 
A PayPal link will become available from the JETS certification page for the modality you wish to make 
payment for, once your application has been signed off by your training lead. If you have an existing 
PayPal account you will be prompted to log in, or alternatively you can make a payment as a guest (by 
simply providing your card details). 
 
A confirmation email will be issued once payment has been processed and your application status will 
be immediately updated to ‘Sent to JAG Office – payment received.’ This payment method has replaced 
the previous bank transfer process. 
 
Please include your GMC number and 'JAG cert' as reference on the payment to avoid delays.  
 
Bank transfer 
 
Bank Name:                 C Hoare & Co  
Sort Code:                    15-99-00  
Account Number:       57170000 
  
Cheque 
 
Alternatively, if you wish to pay by cheque, please address it to ‘The Royal College of Physicians’, and 
post it to JAG Office, 11, St Andrews Place, Regents Park, London NW1 4LE.  
 
Once payment has been received, the certification sign off process may take up to 2 weeks.  
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Book a course 
 
Before you book a course 
 

1. Ensure your profile is linked to your Trust 
 

For non UK applicants wishing to book a course, please approach the training centre directly through the 
courses tab on the main JETS website. In general, centres require delegates to be registered with a 
GMC/NMC. If approved, please ensure that you select the ‘non UK’ option where it requests site details. 
Entering this enables you to continue and apply for the course without entering your work address.  
 

2. Check if you attended a previous JAG approved course 
 
If you have already attended a mandatory JAG approved basic skills course before 2011, please upload 
the certificate of attendance issued by the training centre on courses tab of the website.   
 
NOTE: JAG courses are mandatory for certification have been extensively peer-reviewed and approved 
for both content and delivery. Other courses may cover some of the same ground, but they have not 
been subjected to the same review process and therefore not accepted for certification. 
 

3. You can only request one course at a time 
 

To request an alternate one you will need to cancel your initial request, which you can do by going to 
the 'courses' tab on your ePortfolio and clicking 'cancel request’. Please contact the relevant training 
centre if it has not been updated.   
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How to book a course 
 
Once you have created an account, you will be able to book a course. You can find courses by hovering 
over ‘Courses’ and then click ‘Course finder’: 
 

 
 
On the following page, you can select the type of course you wish to find – the mandatory courses 
include the basic skills in flexi, basic skills in colonoscopy and basic skills in diagnostic upper GI: 
 

1. You can then select the course type and location 
 

2. You can view this by training centre, by going to ‘Courses’ then ‘Training Centre’ then choosing 
the training centre from the drop down and ‘courses’. Once you have selected your course 
search criteria, the available relevant list of courses will be shown.  
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3. Click on the course location (blue hyperlink) on the left hand side or ‘view all dates’ on the right 
hand side to see upcoming dates and availability. If the course is not available or full, please 
contact the training centre for additional dates.  

 

 
 

4. Select the course date you wish to attend and click on the ‘Apply for Course’ button. You will 
now be guided to the online booking form, which has several steps:  
 
1) In the first page please enter your basic details and any requirements for the course.  

 

 
 

2) Each page of the booking form will save automatically as you click into each tab. Once you 
have filled in the above page, click on the next blue tab at the top of the page.  
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NOTE: If you are unable to move between the tabs, this is most likely a problem with your web 
browser. In this case, we recommend that you update your current browser, or download 
Chrome/Firefox to proceed with your booking.  Please make sure that you are linked to your Trust 
before attempting to book a course. 
 

3) For the contact details page, you will need to put in your work and home address. If a work 
address does not automatically pre populate the page then you will need to contact your 
trust administrator or training lead and ask them to link you to your current trust.  

 
4) For the professional details page, you will need to enter your current experience which can 

be pulled from the procedures logged on your ePortfolio. You will also need to enter a site 
training lead who will approve your application and confirm that this course is relevant for 
your learning. If no one appears in this box then you will need to contact your training lead 
and confirm that you are linked to your trust.* 
 

*For non UK applicants applying to attend a JAG approved course, this box will be greyed out as it is 
not required. 
 
You can then proceed to the ‘Documentation’ tab: 
 

 
 
Here you can upload any documentation which the training centre requires. If you have any queries 
about the requirements then please contact the training centre directly. 
 
Once all these steps are completed, you will be able to confirm your booking: 
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Once you have confirmed and submitted your booking, it will be sent to your training lead for them to 
approve. They will receive an email and it will appear under their ‘Outstanding Actions’ when they log 
onto JETS.  
 
The delegate/trainee will receive an email once your training lead has signed your application off and it 
will then be sent to the training centre. It is then up to the training centre and their individual policies to 
process your application. You can monitor your progress by going to the ‘courses’ tab in ‘review my 
portfolio.’ Please refer to the trainee section of this guide for more information. 
 
Please note, this does not guarantee a place on a course. Places are only confirmed once the training 
centre has been in touch and confirmed your attendance.  
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Recording and Running Lists  
 
You can log procedures through lists for them to count towards your certification. There are three types 
of lists: dedicated, adhoc and service lists. You can currently log DOPS and DOPyS through dedicated 
and adhoc lists only. Service lists are used to log independent procedures only and a trainer cannot be 
assigned.  
 
How to log a list:  
 

1. Click on ‘View all lists’ then ‘Add new list’ from the e-Portfolio tab 
 

2. Complete the mandatory boxes. For service lists, the trainer option will be greyed out. Ensure you 
select the appropriate ‘list type’ before proceeding. If the incorrect list type is selected, you will 
be required to manually re-enter all the data to the correct list option. 

 
 

 
 
 

3. Click create list once all the information is recorded. This will open the list options to allow you to 
submit procedure data, DOPS, trainer feedback and learning objectives. 

 
 

 
 

4. Select Record Procedure Data to submit procedure data and click on ‘save record’ once the 
procedure data is complete 
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5. To record DOPS, click on Record DOPS (trainer to sign off). DOPS can be recorded for the following 
modalities: 

 
 Formative DOPS: Diagnostic upper gastrointestinal endoscopy (OGD) 
 Formative DOPS: Colonoscopy and Flexible Sigmoidoscopy  
 Formative DOPS: Endoscopic retrograde Cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) 
 Formative DOPS: Endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) 
 Formative DOPS: Paediatric colonoscopy 
 Formative DOPS: Paediatric Upper GI (OGD) 
 Formative DOPS: Percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) 
 Formative DOPS: Upper GI Bleeds 
 Formative DOPS: Dilation/Stents 
 Formative DOPyS: Colonoscopy and Flexible Sigmoidoscopy   

 
6. The DOPS form must then be filled in with scores and comments by your trainer. It must be 

signed off by your trainer by them entering their password in the sign off box at the bottom of 
the page.  DOPS will only count towards certification once they have been signed off by your 
trainer.  
 

7. A trainee can also leave feedback for their trainer following training list by clicking on ‘Submit 
Trainer Feedback’ whilst in the training list page. Once this has been submitted, the trainer can 
then see aggregated scores in their ‘ePortfolio’ under the tab which states ‘training feedback’.  

 

 
Complete and incomplete lists 
 
To complete a training list, procedures must be recorded, DOPS completed and signed off by trainer, 
and trainer feedback submitted. Once completed, the list will be marked as complete.  
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Lists will appear as incomplete if the trainee does not ‘Submit Trainer Feedback’. You need to click 
‘submit trainer feedback’ then fill in form and then list shows as complete. See above steps on how to 
submit feedback.  
 
If the above are not applicable then you can consider logging the list as an ad hoc or service list as these 
do not require all of the above to be added in order to be complete. 
 
Please note if you are not linked to a trust, you can still add procedural information. It will show as a 
"manually added list" and only requires a procedure data to show as complete. 
 

How to add a list for use during a training day  
 
The purpose is to allow trainees to log DOPS when they are on a training course.  
 

1. Click on ‘Review My Portfolio’ then click on ‘Profile’ tab  
 

2. Scroll to ‘Additional sites not associated with  a JETS Trust’ section  
 

3. Add the name of the relevant site and select the appropriate option from the list.  
 

  
4. Go to ‘ePortfolio’>’View all lists’ and then ‘Add new list’ 
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5. Select ‘adhoc training list’ from the list type drop down menu  
 

6. Select centre of the trainer/assessor from the drop down list 
 

7. Add new list and complete DOPS 
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JAG Certification 
 

Completing JETS e-Portfolio: 
 
The JAG Cert tab can be accessed through ‘review my portfolio’ or through ‘JAG certification’. It shows 
the criteria required to meet to become JAG certified.  
 
Each modality has its own tab and criteria grid. This grid will automatically populate with a green tick if 
you have met the particular criteria and mark with a red cross if you have not met it. The ‘?’ indicators 
will provide any extra information such as a time limit. 
 

 
 
Summative DOPS Assessment 
 
Once you have completed all the criteria in the certification tab, the summative DOPS will automatically 
appear at the bottom of the certificate page. Click on ‘Add Summative DOPS’ to review the summative 
assessment criteria.  
 

 
 

Before you start 
 

1. Summative DOPS must be completed in a month. 
 

2. A trainee must complete 4 summative DOPS by a minimum of two trainers.  
 

3. A trainee cannot have their primary trainer do your summative DOPS or a trainer that they have 
done an appraisal on in the last 12 months.  

15 
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Criteria 
 
When a trainee is considered by the trainer to be ready to sit the DOPS assessments, those assessments 
(four observed case judgements) can be carried out in any combination of ways that fulfil the following 
criteria: 
 
For your summative DOPS the conditions are: 
 

1. Minimum of 2 assessors 
2. Minimum of 2 cases 
3. Minimum of 4 DOPS 
4. Within a month 
5. No assessor is the current primary endoscopic trainer 

 
They can thus be completed as: 
 

 As a 2 x 2 process simultaneously – 2 assessors over 2 cases 

 As a 2 x 2 process sequentially – 2 assessors over 4 cases 

 As a 2 x 1 x 1 process – 3 assessors over 4 cases 

 As a 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 process – 4 assessors over 4 cases 
 
All DOPS must meet the criteria, if one does not, then the DOPS process (four observed case 
judgements) must start again.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once you have completed and passed all summative DOPS, you can then send your application to your 
training lead for sign off. The ‘View Checklist’ button appears on the bottom of the JAG Cert page when 
you are ready to do so. 
 

 
 

The next page allows you to do a final check over your application. You can add additional comments if 
you wish, you will then need to send your application to the Trust training lead by selecting the training 
lead from the drop down list.  
 

07/05/2016 John Smith 

07/05/2016 John Smith 

30/05/2016 Allen Johnston 

30/05/2016 Allen Johnston 
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Final Step & Request for information 
 
Once the training lead has signed off your application, you will receive an automated email requesting 
payment. The details for how to make the payment can be found on the ‘Overview’ tab via JAG 
certification screen. Once payment has been received by the office, your application will be sent to a 
JETS assessor.  
 
You can check the status of your application by going back to ‘View Checklist’.  
 

  
 

If the JETS assessor requests more information, you will receive an automated email informing you to 
follow the link to view the comments. It is your responsibility to keep track of your progress during this 
stage. If the assessor is satisfied with the information provided, you will receive an email and certificate 
will be available to download. However, if your application is declined, you will need to start a new 
application and pay the certificate fee.  
 
Please note if you fail to submit your application or reply to the assessor’s request additional 
information within a given timeframe (not more than three months), your application will be declined 
and you will need to submit a new application.  
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Accreditation Unit 

Royal College of Physicians 
11 St Andrews Place 
Regent’s Park 
London NW1 4LE 

Tel: +44 (0)20 3075 1620 
Email: askjets@rcplondon.ac.uk 
www.jets.nhs.uk 

http://uat.jets.weblogik.co.uk/Default.aspx

